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Abstract. Questioned document examination is extensively used by forensic
specialists for criminal identification. This paper presents a writer recognition
system based on contour features operating in identification mode (one-to-many)
and working at the level of isolated characters. Individual characters of a writer
are manually segmented and labeled by an expert as pertaining to one of 62 alphanumeric classes (10 numbers and 52 letters, including lowercase and uppercase letters), being the particular setup used by the forensic laboratory participating in this work. Three different scenarios for identity modeling are proposed,
making use to a different degree of the class information provided by the alphanumeric samples. Results obtained on a database of 30 writers from real forensic
documents show that the character class information given by the manual analysis provides a valuable source of improvement, justifying the significant amount
of time spent in manual segmentation and labeling by the forensic specialist.

1 Introduction
Analysis of handwritten documents with the aim of determining the writer is an important application area in forensic casework, with numerous cases in courts over the years
that have dealt with evidence provided by these documents [1]. Handwriting is considered individual, as shown by the wide social and legal acceptance of signatures as a
mean of identity validation, which is also supported by experimental studies [2]. The
goal of writer recognition is to determine whether two handwritten documents, referred
as to the known and the questioned document, were written by the same person or not.
For this purpose, computer vision and pattern recognition techniques have been applied
to this problem to support forensic experts [3, 4].
The forensic scenario present some difficulties due to their particular characteristics in terms of [5]: frequently reduced number of handwriting samples, variability of
writing style, pencil or type of paper, the presence of noise patterns, etc. or the unavailability of online information. As a result, this application domain still heavily relies on
human-expert interaction. The use of semi-automatic recognition systems is very useful
to, given a questioned handwriting sample, narrow down a list of possible candidates
which are into a database of known identities, therefore making easier the subsequent
confrontation for the forensic expert [5, 4].
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Fig. 1. Connected components from a handwritten sample.

In the last years, several writer recognition algorithms have been described in literature based on different group of features [7]: i) general geometric script features, like
word or line spacing; ii) textural features capturing for example slant and curvature of
the script; iii) placement features, i.e. writers placement preferences in the process of
placing ink elements across the page; iv) micro level features measuring ink deposition
characteristics; and v) character-fragment features measuring writer’ preferred use of
allographic elements.
A machine expert for off-line writer recognition making use of textural features
based on contour information has been built in this work. It is focused on discriminating writers by capturing the distinctive visual appearance of the samples. Previous
works following this direction used connected-component images or contours [8, 9] using automatic segmentation. Perfect automatic segmentation of individual characters
still remains an unsolved problem [5], but connected components encompassing several characters or syllables can be easily segmented, and the elements generated (see
Figure 1) also capture shape details of the visual appearance of the samples used by the
writer [9]. The system in this paper, however, makes use of individual characters segmented manually by a forensic expert or a trained operator which are also assigned to
one of the 62 alphanumeric classes among digits “0”∼“9”, lowercase letters “a”∼“z”,
and uppercase letters “A”∼“Z”. This is the setup used by the Spanish forensic group
participating in this work. For a particular individual, the authenticated document is
scanned and next, a dedicated software tool for character segmentation is used. Segmentation is done manually by a trained operator, who draw a character selection with
the computer mouse and label the corresponding sample according to the 62 classes
mentioned. We depict in Figure 2 (right) some examples of the manual selection of
characters. In this work, we adapt the recognition method based on contour features
from [9] to work with this setup. Additionally, the system is evaluated using a database
created from real forensic documents (i.e. confiscated to real criminals or authenticated
in the presence of a police officer), which is an important point compared with experiments of other works where the writing samples are obtained with the collaboration
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Fig. 2. Left: the 62 classes of alphanumeric characters used in this paper (digits “0”∼“9”, lowercase letters “a”∼“z”, and uppercase letters “A”∼“Z”). Right: manual selection of individual
characters with the computer mouse using a dedicated software tool. Images from [6].

of volunteers under controlled conditions [10]. We evaluate in this paper three different
scenarios for identity modeling, exploiting to a different degree the class information
provided by the manual segmentation of alphanumeric samples: modeling per individual sample, modeling per alphanumeric channel, and modeling per writer. Results
show that the class information provides a considerable improvement, justifying the
writer identification approach used in our forensic system, where a significant amount
of time is spent every time a new writer is included.
The system is evaluated in identification mode, in which an individual is recognized
by searching the reference models of all the subjects in the database for a match (oneto-many). As a result, the system returns a ranked list of candidates. Ideally, the first
ranked candidate (Top 1) should correspond with the correct identity of the individual,
but one can choose to consider a longer list (e.g. Top 10) to increase the chances of
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Feature
Explanation
Dimensions Source
f1
p(φ)
Contour-direction PDF
12
contours
f2 p(φ1 , φ2 )
Contour-hinge PDF
300
contours
f3h p(φ1 , φ3 )h Direction co-occurrence PDF, horizontal run
144
contours
f3v p(φ1 , φ3 )v Direction co-occurrence PDF, vertical run
144
contours
f5h p(rl)h Run-length on background PDF, horizontal run
60
binary image
f5v p(rl)v
Run-length on background PDF, vertical run
60
binary image
Table 1. Features used in this work.

finding the correct identity. Identification is a critical component in negative recognition applications (or watchlists) where the aim is checking if the person is who he/she
(implicitly or explicitly) denies to be, which the typical situation in forensic/criminal
cases [11].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the main
stages of our recognition system. Section 3 describes the database, the scenarios for
identity modeling and the experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 System Description
The writer recognition system of this paper makes use of the contour features presented
in [9], which are adapted to the particular setup of this paper. It includes three main
stages: i) preprocessing of the individual characters, ii) feature extraction, and iii)
feature matching. These stages are described next.
2.1 Pre-processing Stage
The writer identification method used by the forensic group participating in this work
is based on manually reviewing the handwritten material, as mentioned in Section 1.
After manual segmentation and labeling of alphanumeric characters from a given document, they are binarized using the Otsu algorithm [12], followed by a margin drop and a
height normalization to 120 pixels, preserving the aspect ratio. Elimination of noise of
the binary image is then carried out through a morphological opening plus a closing operation [13]. Next, a connected component detection, using 8-connectivity, is done. In
the last step, internal and external contours of the connected components are extracted
using the Moore’s algorithm [13]. Beginning from a contour pixel of a connected component, which is set as the starting pixel, this algorithm seeks a pixel boundary around
it following the meaning clockwise, and repeats this process until the starting pixel is
reached for the same position from which it was agreed to begin the algorithm. The
result is a sequence with the pixels coordinates of the boundary of the component. This
vectorial representation is very effective because it allows a rapid extraction of many of
the features used later.
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2.2 Feature Extraction Stage
Features are calculated from two representations of the handwritten samples extracted
during the preprocessing stage: the binary image without noise and the contours of the
connected components. The features used in this work are summarized in Table 1, including the image representation used by each one. A handwritten sample is shaped like
a texture that is described with probability distribution functions (PDFs). Probability
distribution functions used here are grouped in two different categories: direction PDFs
(features f1, f2, f3h, f3v) and length PDFs (features f5h, f5v). A graphical description
of the extraction of these features is depicted in Figure 3. To be consistent with the work
in which these features where proposed [9], we follow the same nomenclature used in it.

Contour direction (f1)

Contour hinge (f2)

Horizontal direction co-occurrence (f3h)

Horizontal run-length on background (f5h)

Fig. 3. Graphical description of the feature extraction: contour direction (f1), contour hinge (f2),
horizontal direction co-occurrence (f3h) and horizontal run-length (f5h).

Contour-Direction PDF (f1)
This directional distribution is computed very fastly using the contour representation, with the additional advantage that the influence of the ink-trace width is eliminated. The contour-direction distribution f1 is extracted by considering the orientation
of local contour fragments. A fragment is determined by two contour pixels (xk ,yk ) and
(xk+² ,yk+² ) taken a certain distance ² apart. The angle that the fragment makes with
the horizontal is computed using
φ = arctan(

yk+² − yk
)
xk+² − xk

(1)
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Fig. 4. Example of the countour direction feature (f1) for two different handwritten characters.

As the algorithm runs over the contour, the histogram of angles is built. This angle
histogram is then normalized to a probability distribution f1 which gives the probability
of finding in the handwritten sample a contour fragment oriented with each φ. The angle φ resides in the first two quadrants because, without online information, we do not
know which inclination the writer signed with. The histogram is spanned in the interval
0◦ -180◦ , and is divided in n = 12 sections (bins). Therefore, each section spans 15◦ ,
which is a sufficiently detailed and robust description [9]. The parameter ² controls the
length of the analyzing contour fragment, which is set to ² = 5. These settings will be
used for all of the directional features presented in this paper. An example of extraction
of this feature for two handwritten characters is depicted in Figure 4.
Contour-Hinge PDF (f2)
In order to capture the curvature of the contour, as well as its orientation, the “hinge”
feature f2 is used. The main idea is to consider two contour fragments attached at a common end pixel and compute the joint probability distribution of the orientations φ1 and
φ2 of the two sides. A joint density function is obtained, which quantifies the chance
of finding two “hinged” contour fragments with angles φ1 and φ2 , respectively. It is
spanned in the four quadrants (360◦ ) and there are 2n sections for every side of the
“contour-hinge”, but only non-redundant combinations are considered (i.e. φ2 ≥ φ1 ).
For n = 12, the resulting contour-hinge feature vector has 300 dimensions [9].
Direction Co-Occurrence PDFs (f3h, f3v)
Based on the same idea of combining oriented contour fragments, the directional
co-occurrence is used. For this feature, the combination of contour-angles occurring at
the ends of run-lengths on the background are used, see Figure 3. Horizontal runs along
the rows of the image generate f3h and vertical runs along the columns generate f3v.
They are also joint density functions, spanned in the two first quadrants, and divided
into n2 sections. These features give a measure of a roundness of the written characters
and/or strokes.
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Fig. 5. Training samples of two different writers of the forensic database used in this paper.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of samples per writer (left) and per character (right) of the forensic database
used in this paper.

Run-Length PDFs (f5h, f5v)
These features are computed from the binary image of the handwritten sample taking into consideration the pixels corresponding to the background. They capture the
regions enclosed inside the letters and strokes and also the empty spaces between them.
The probability distributions of horizontal and vertical lengths are used. These features
gives the probability of finding in the handwritten sample an enclosed region with each
length.

2.3 Feature Matching Stage
Each writer is represented in the system by a PDF or set of PDFs (depending on the
experiment at hand, see 3). To compute the similarity between two PDFs o and µ from
two different writers, the χ2 distance is used:

χ2oµ

=

N
X
(oi − µi )2
i=1

oi + µi

where N is the dimensionality of the vectors o and µ.

(2)
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3 Experimental Framework
3.1 Database
To evaluate the system, we use a real forensic database from original confiscated/authenticated
documents provided by the Spanish forensic laboratory of the Dirección General de la
Guardia Civil (DGGC). Alphanumeric characters of the handwritten samples are segmented and labeled by a trained operator of the DGGC. The whole database contains
9,297 character samples of real forensic cases from 30 different writers, with around
300 samples on average per writer distributed between a training and a testing data
set. In Figure 5 we plot the training samples of two different writers of the database.
For each writer, training and testing data are extracted from different confiscated documents, meaning that they were “acquired” at different moments. Given the nature of
the database, it does not contain uniformly distributed samples of every character, nor
time span between training and testing data. Figure 6 shows the distribution of samples
per writer and per character of our database.
3.2 Writer Identity Modeling
Given a writer of the test set, identification experiments are done by outputting the N
closest identities of the training set. An identification is considered successful if the
correct identity is among the N outputted ones.
For a particular writer, several samples of individual characters pertaining to one of
the 62 alphanumeric classes among digits “0”∼“9”, lowercase letters “a”∼“z”, and uppercase letters “A”∼“Z” are available thanks to the manual segmentation and labeling.
For each feature described in Section 2.2, we evaluate the following three scenarios for
writer identity modeling:
1. Modeling per individual sample (channel dependent). For example, if a writer has
x samples of the digit “0”, features for each of the x samples are computed. This
process is repeated with all the 62 alphanumeric channels. This modeling captures
particular variations in each alphanumeric character (e.g. if the writer has different
“a”, “b”, etc.) Due to the nature of the database, it will not be a uniform number
of features among the different channels. It could also be the case that a writer
many not have samples in a particular channel, in whose case no features will be
extracted. For each individual sample, we find the closest identity by comparing
with all the training samples pertaining to the same channel. We then compute the
closest identity to each alphanumeric channel based on the majority rule: the winning identity will be the writer having the maximum number of winning samples. In
case of writers having the same number of winning samples, they are subsequently
ranked using the next 2 criteria, listed in descending order of weight: 1) average of
winning sub-distances, and 2) minimum winning sub-distance. Finally, identification is based again on the majority rule, applied in this case to the alphanumeric
channels: the winning output identity will be the writer having the maximum number of winning alphanumeric channels, the second winning identity will be the next
writer, and so on. In case of writers having the same number of winning channels,
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we apply the same above criteria.
2. Modeling per alphanumeric channel (channel dependent). For example, if a writer
has x samples of the digit “0”, histograms of the feature are combined (added)
to obtain a unique probability distribution. This process is repeated for all the 62
alphanumeric classes. This modeling averages the different variations of a given
alphanumeric character. Therefore, we obtain 62 sub-distances between two writers, one per channel. We then compute the closest identity to each alphanumeric
channel based on its distance. Identification is based on the majority rule: the winning output identity will be the writer having the maximum number of winning
alphanumeric channels, the second winning identity will be the next writer, and so
on. This results in 62×30×30=55,800 computed distances. In case of writers having the same number of winning channels, we apply the same above criteria.
3. Modeling per writer (channel independent). This case computes a unique probability distribution per writer by combining all the available samples of all the alphanumeric characters. In this case, we do not use the character class information,
obtaining a unique writing identity model that averages information from the 62
channels. Only one distance between two writers is obtained, which is used for
identification. This results in 30×30=900 computed distances.
3.3 Results
We plot in Figure 7 results of the identification experiments varying the size of the hit
list from N =1 (Top 1) to N =30 (Top 30). Results are shown for the different features
described in Section 2.2 and for the three identity modeling scenarios considered.
We observe that, in general, working with the class information provided by the
alphanumeric channels (top and medium plot in Figure 7) results in considerable better
performance with respect to using a unique single identity model that does not exploit this information (bottom plot in Figure 7). Thus, the class information given by
the character segmentation and labeling carried out by the trained operator provides
a considerable improvement. This justifies the writer identification approach used in
our forensic system, in which a considerable amount of time is spent every time a new
writer is included in the database. It can be seen in Figure 7, for example, that a success
rate of 80% is already achieved with some features for a hit list size of N =5 or less
when using channel information. However, when using a channel independent identity
modeling, it is not achieved until a hit list size of N =13 is considered.
It is worth noting that directional features (f1, f2, f3h, f3v) work consistently better that features based on length properties (f5h, f5v). This suggests that the length of
the regions enclosed inside the letters and strokes is not a good distinctive feature in
the setup presented in this paper, where we are using a database of isolated alphanumeric handwritten characters. Better results are obtained in other studies making use of
complete lines or pages of handwritten material [9].
Finally, by comparing the two scenarios for writer identity modeling that make use
of channel information (top and medium plot in Figure 7), it can be seen that the best
results are obtained when using identity models per alphanumeric channel. In this case,
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for a hit list size of N =5, all the directional features achieve a success rate of 8̃0%. On
the other hand, when using identity models per individual sample and a hit list size of
N =5, the success rate exhibited by the directional features are between 60% and 80%.
Thus, averaging all the samples of a given channel provides more robustness than using
the samples separately.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
A machine expert for off-line writer identification based on contour features has been
evaluated. It encodes several directional properties of contour fragments as well as the
length of the regions enclosed inside letters. The system presented in this work is based
on manual review of the handwritten material, in which segmentation and labeling of
characters is made using a dedicated software tool according to 62 alphanumeric classes
(10 numbers and 52 letters, including lowercase and uppercase letters). This particular
setup is used by the Spanish forensic group participating in this work, which has also
provided us with a database of real forensic documents from 30 different writers, an
important point in comparison with other works where data is obtained from collaborative writers under controlled conditions. Experiments are done in identification mode
(one-to-many), which the typical situation in forensic/criminal cases.
The system of this paper is evaluated in three different scenarios for identity modeling which exploit to a different degree the class information provided by the manual
segmentation of alphanumeric samples: i) modeling per individual sample, ii) modeling per alphanumeric channel, and iii) modeling per writer. The two first scenarios
make use of the class information given by the manual labeling, whereas the third one
is channel independent (i.e. does not use the character class information). Results show
that much better performance is obtained by using channel information, justifying the
considerable amount of time spent by the trained operator in the segmentation and labeling process. The best scenario is based on identity modeling per alphanumeric channel, meaning that averaging all the samples of a given channel provides more robustness
than using the samples separately. The latter approach may work better if enough samples representative of writer’ particular variations are included in the database, or for
specific channels commonly used in the language of the database (as can be seen in
Figure 6, characters like ’w’ and ’W’ are not often used in the Spanish language, while
“a”, “A”, “r” or “t” are quite common).
A drawback found in our experiments is that a success rate of 100% is never achieved
with some features and/or identity modeling scenarios. It means that there are some
writers in the database whose identity are never found, and test samples from this writer
are assigned as pertaining to someone else. It could be due to the majority rule used for
identification, as well as the decision criteria when several writers have the same number of winning samples (see Section 3.2).
The analysis of these results with a limited database suggest that the proposed approach can be used for forensic writer identification, pointing out the advantages of
manual segmentation and labeling by a trained operator. Future work includes evaluating of our system with a bigger forensic database and improving the performance by
applying advanced alphanumeric channel combination methods [14]. Another source of
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future work is the use of advanced approaches for user-dependent selection and combination of alphanumeric channels [15, 16], so that the most discriminative channels for
each user are used in the fusion.
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Fig. 7. Writer identification rates for the three scenarios of identity modeling considered.

